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... to the August issue of the South Cowichan
Life Magazine.
			

So before you enjoy this packed edition of
the South Cowichan Life Magazine here are
a few little known facts about the month of
August you need to know:
The Romans gave this month its name in 8
BC, after the first Roman Emperor Augustus who ruled
from 27 BC until his death in AD14.
Before then, the month had been known as Sextilis, as it was the sixth
of ten months in the Roman calendar, which began with March.
The Anglo-Saxon called August “Weodmonath” meaning “weed
month.” Am sure they did not mean the same type of “weed” that is so
prevalent today.
The birthstones for August are the peridot and the sardonyx and the
flowers are the gladiolus and poppy.
Statistics show that 22 per cent of men named August in Sweden were
born in August.
Henry VI Part 1 and The Tempest are the only plays by Shakespeare
that mention the month of August.
Warren Harding was the only US President to have died in the month
of August.
The city of Augusta, Georgia was named after Princess Augusta of
Saxe-Gotha (1719-1772), mother of King George III.
So while mulling that lot over, sit back, relax in the shade and enjoy
the August edition of the South Cowichan Life magazine.
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Mill Bay Community League • www.mbcl.ca

No. 38

Volunteer of the Year: Archie Staats
by Kate Segall

In June the Mill Bay Community League hosted
the annual volunteer recognition and appreciation
barbecue. Thank-you to everyone who attended
this festive event! The accordion was on fire with
Alf Carter accompanied by his two sisters and the
food was bountiful. The heart of our community is
supported by the sweat equity of our local volunteers.
Each day we have volunteers supporting our schools,
waterworks, fire protection, parks and recreation,
healthcare auxiliary, community policing and outreach.
A heartfelt thank-you goes out to all of you who
support Mill Bay.
Of special note is the Volunteer of 2019 awarded
to Archie Staats. We found him working the grill at
the BBQ making sure everyone was well fed before he
took a break to receive his plaque. Archie is a prolific
volunteer in Mill Bay and is involved in countless

committees in addition to being the Vice President of
the Mill Bay Community League.
The league donated leftover food to the Warmland
Shelter in Duncan.

Recording the News and Views of the Mill Bay Community League

REGULAR | BRENDA KRUG

Glimpses of Our Past

O

n Saturday, 24 August, 2019 the
Cobble Hill Farmers Institute
will host the 110th Cobble Hill Fair.
This is the main event of the year for
the Farmers Institute, and the members of this venerable, local institution
work all year to give the public a wonderful experience. Each year on a
Saturday at the end of August, the
centre of Cobble Hill Village becomes
an old fashioned, agricultural fair
showcasing everything from the best
decorated bicycle to the largest zucchini. The one day event is a favourite
summer venue for visitors of all ages
drawing crowds from the Cowichan
Valley and beyond.
The 2019 version of the event
will be no exception to the tradition
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of a broad appeal to those attending.
The Rotary pancake breakfast begins
the day, followed by the parade, and
the official opening. There will be
entertainment during the day from
several venues on the grounds. The
Kids’ Zone and the fish pond are
new additions while getting a Crane’s
Eye View of the grounds, visiting the
Firefighter House, as well as participating in the Sarecrow Building
Contest, are older favourites. Each
year Welly Wanging, and the hay
bale toss are popular contests.
The exhibits in the halls
feature flowers, vegetables, canning, baking, quilting, needlework,
and more. There will be a delicious
lunch available in the main hall dining
room beginning
at 11:30 a.m.
4-H participation at the fair
continues to be a
major attraction;
the entries in
the poultry
barn with both
domestic and
exotic breeds,
are very attrac-

tive to younger visitors.
The Horse Show, held in the
Herb Doman Riding Ring is always
a popular family attraction, as are
the Sheep Dog, and Blacksmithing
demonstrations. Exhibitors provide
glimpses of many aspects of South
Cowichan from historical maps, to
spinning and weaving, to antique agricultural equipment. Vendors provide
products from pizza, hot dogs and
hamburgers, and donuts to jewelry
and clothing.
The Cobble Hill Historical
Society hopes you will visit us at
our booth beside the History Wall.
Examine the plaques and maps on
the Wall, ask our members questions,
or bring your knowledge to share
with us. Learn about the Heritage
Museum, recently opened by three
local historical societies. We look
forward to seeing you at the Fair.
Visit us at CobbleHillHistory.org

JEFF WRIGHT | REGULAR

Ask a Teky

Notifications from Google Chrome

N

otifications can be good: like
ones for you upcoming appointments, or news items that interest
you. But for the most part, we are
being overloaded with non-critical
notifications on our phones, tablets,
and computers. The frustration this
causes is compounded by the fact
that it often isn’t obvious how to stop
those notifications, or where they are
coming from!
Here’s how to reduce the number
of notifications on your computer
if you use the world’s most popular
browser: Google Chrome. Run

Chrome, click the “hamburger”
(3-vertical-dot) icon, go into “Settings | Advanced (bottom of page)
| Site Settings | Notifications,” and
look at all the sites that you have
Blocked or Allowed. We will ignore
the Blocked sites for now, but if you
have Allowed a site that is now bombarding you with notifications, you
can click the hamburger icon beside
it and either Block it or Remove it. If
you Remove it, the next time you go
to that site, you can choose to Allow
or Block notifications from it. If you
Block it, it won’t bother you anymore.
Side note: If a site listed under
Notifications has a puzzle piece icon
beside it, you will have to remove the
associated Google extension in order
to turn off that notification. You can
adjust extensions from within Chrome
by clicking
the hamburger
icon, choosing
“More tools |
Extensions”, and
looking at all the
extensions you
have. From there,
you can turn off
individual extensions, or simply
Remove them.

Note that if you want to remove
all notifications and extensions from
Chrome, as well resetting your startup
page, new tab page, search engine, and
pinned tabs, and clearing all temp data
(like cookies), click the hamburger
icon, go into “Settings | Advanced
| Restore settings to their original
defaults” and click “Reset settings”.
Note that this will not clear your
bookmarks, history, or saved passwords, but it is an easy way to refresh
your Google Chrome browser, and get
it working like new.
The instructions for reducing
notifications on smartphones and
tablets are similar to those given
above for PCs and Macs, but because
the Chrome menus on those devices
are abbreviated, the procedures are
slightly different.
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REGULAR | SIERRA ACTON

Area Director - Area B

Think Shawnigan Gathering Comes Together to Celebrate Community!

I

n Shawnigan Lake we are very
conscience of the future we want
to create. We don’t believe in just
“letting things happen,” we create our
opportunities and reach for our goals.
From 17 October to 19 October the
Shawnigan Lake Community will
be involved in an Intensive Design
and Planning process for the future
look and feel of the Shawnigan
Village. During this process we will
look at the area from Government
Wharf Park to Mason’s Beach and
from Bellendean Road in the west,
along Renfrew and Hipwood Road
and Wallbank Road to the east and
Thrush Road to the south. This area
was chosen because the community
has expressed a desire to see our village developed thoughtfully and with
the community’s needs in mind. This
intensive process will also develop
detailed three dimensional drawings
that will be grant and project ready. It
is expected that some of the challenges tackled will be: mobility improvements, level of desired development,
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amount of future retail space, amount
of future commercial space, and a
more detailed assessment of housing
needs. These design guidelines will
aid future development decision
making and provide clear design
directions for the
streets, public
areas, and other
improvements.
More event
details: iloveshawnigan.com/
events.html
In September
the past, present
and future come
together to celebrate. The Think
Shawnigan
Gathering is all things Shawnigan
under one roof at the Shawnigan
Lake Community Centre. You can
sample and experience all the Community has to offer from its businesses, groups, performers, artisans,
services and associations. We will
also be celebrating the 25th
Anniversary of
the Community
Centre itself and
commemorating
the anniversary
by unveiling
a brand-new
Bouldering
Wall! This is
your chance to

be one the
first to try
it out! Free
admission to
the community and did
I mention,
free
birthday cake!!! The Gathering will
be an opportunity to introduce and
highlight many of the assets of our
amazing community to the Design
Team of the Think Shawnigan
Intensive; throughout the day artists
will be sketching community ideas.
Come share your ideas and celebrate
all that is Shawnigan.

PETE KEBER | REGULAR

Planning Tomorrows
The Population Dilemma

T

he UN estimates that global
population will peak at
11 billion by 2100 poses many
challenges. The population dilemma is fraught with controversy
touching on a host of unavoidable
issues. Immigration is likely to
increase as climate, conflict and
economic deprivation rise in a more
polarized world. Sovereign states
will struggle to feed, shelter and
supply energy to bloating cities.
Where will sufficient clean water
come from? There are growing
fears we won’t be able to care for
aging demographics. The world
has always managed to fumble
along and find ways to survive and

prosper. This time
may be different.
Malthus was
wrong in the 18th
century. Paul Ehrlich
was wrong in 1968.
Maybe though, they
were just too early. It
may all come down
to climate changing
faster than expected.
That would threaten
crop yields, water quality, coastal
communities and poor countries
and trigger greater health issues.
Scientists are searching for solutions
while governments dither. It is hard
to believe the UN forecast can
transpire given our predicament.
It all comes down to the actual
carrying capacity of the globe. That
is the ability
to sustain a
certain number
of humans based
on the resources
available over
the long term.
Estimates for
carrying capac-

ity is a wide range from a billion to
14 billion. Our ecological footprint
is also key to population limits.
As numbers swell damage to the
environment multiplies.
While wealthy nations are
starved for younger workers to
support bulging cohorts of elderly
residents, developing nations
continue to tip the scales. The
catch-22 is current economic
systems require growth to remain
healthy while the environment and
climate beg for de-growth. We can’t
have both. Technology may supply
some solutions though it could
also contribute to the malaise. We
should reduce numbers humanely
as we search for ways to alleviate
the suffering transforming economic
systems will engender.
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Canine Friends
Alpha?

T

he term "alpha wolf" was popularized by Dr L David Mech's
1970 book "The Wolf: Ecology and
Behavior of an Endangered Species".
The term quickly spread to the dogowning community.
Since about 20 years ago, the
term "alpha" is considered by science
to be outdated, and Dr Mech's retraction-video can be found on Youtube
(search for "David Mech alpha wolf").
We now know that the wolf pack
consists of the mother wolf and the
father wolf and their offspring, very
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much like a human
family. The maturing
young wolves leave
their family pack to
find a partner and
form their own family
pack. There is no
battle to gain pack
leadership.
The term
"alpha" is even more
inappropriate when
trying to explain dog
behaviour, because:
1. Not even feral dogs live in family
packs; the mother dog brings up the
pups on her own.
2. Through selective breeding, dogs
have become permanently neotenized,
i.e. maturity is delayed or even absent.
Examples include floppy ears, shorter
snouts, rounder
eyes, curly tails,
play behaviour
that continues
into adulthood or
even for the life
of the dog, and a

tendency of friendliness to humans
and dogs from outside the family pack.
Barring a behaviour problem, dogs affiliate with humans and other species.
3. Wolves hunt in coordinated
pack formations, but dogs developed
to be scavengers around human
habitation, and are uncoordinated,
opportunistic hunters.
4. Wolves live independently of
humans, but dogs are a domesticated
species, highly dependent upon
human habitation for their survival.
Consequently:
-- A dog that runs out the door ahead
of you is not trying to be "alpha" – he
is just excited to get out the door as
quickly as possible!
-- A dog that barks or growls at
strangers is afraid and needs help!
Next month: Teaching "Stay"

SHEILA WARNEKEN | REGULAR

Stitch, Rip and Glue

T

his summer has been filled
with interesting projects
including different types of
upholstery for a 1934 Deuce Coupe
and patio furniture, new umbrella
covers, costumes for the Shawnigan
Lake Museum and updating and
recycling furniture so it is a tough
choice on which area to cover.
They have all been interesting, different and all have their challenges
but all are projects we could all do.
I chose the umbrella as unfortunately the sun is hard on fabrics.
Life is expensive and my saying is
that none of us have “Money trees
in our yard otherwise we would
have an orchard.” Solar fabric has
a 1000 to 2000 hour rating for
the sun and depending on climate

and care it can last even longer.
Fabricland carries solar fabrics and
the economical purchase time is
at 50% off or August/September
when you buy 1m. get 2 free as it
can cost from $24.00 to $38.76 per
meter. Sale is my favourite word.
They also carry solar bias trim
and cording and in some cases it
is worth buying it pre-made but at
other times just make it.
For an umbrella, measure one
segment or triangle. Measure
the width at its
widest segment
and the length.
If working in
one pattern
or colour you

can 69 your segments as they are
triangle shaped. Therefore, if a
segment is 60”/150cm X 44”/1.1m
and there are 6 segments and
the solar fabric usually comes in
60”/150cm widths you could get
2 segments per 1.1m. So for the
whole umbrella you would need
3.3m plus extra for the small pockets the spines fit into, any bias trim
and the circular topper. Cutting
out you only need unpick one
segment and the pocket as happily
each segment is identical. It is
very simple to assemble because as
you sew a seam you sew in your
pockets and after all sections are
together you sew the circle for the
top and VOILA you have a new
umbrella when completed. Then
for the final step you can pull up a
chair, put your feet up and enjoy
that Margarita or cooler you have
just made yourself and enjoy the
lazy days of August.
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REGULAR | DR. TREVOR MIRANDA

InSight

Vision Therapy - Success Stories

T

he vision therapy clinic at
Cowichan Eyecare was opened
in September, 2018. Here are a
few examples of the impacts vision
therapy has made in the valley:
A woman in her 30s presented
in the spring with an eye turn and
suppression (brain ignores the input
from one eye.) She had never experienced stereovision, the ability to see
with both eyes simultaneously. After
1 month of active vision therapy, she
is now able to keep the world single,
clear, and fused. She appreciates depth
to the space around her and can watch
and appreciate 3D movies.
A teenage boy with learning
disorders and dyslexia presented in
the late fall with a learning related
vision disorder. He struggled with
school work, paying attention, and
reading, and he claimed he could
never and would never know left
from right. After 6 months of vision
therapy, he has mastered left and right
and is enjoying reading full chapter
books with ease.
A male with a hereditary condition causing dizziness for over ten
years presented to the clinic in the
early spring. The ongoing dizziness
had severely impacted his quality of
life and ability to work. Several vision
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processing deficits were identified
during the initial visual evaluation.
After several months of vision
therapy, improvements in symptoms
have increased the amount of work
he is able to complete. We expect
improvements to continue over the
next 3 months.
A woman involved in a car
accident presented with headaches,
light sensitivity, and intolerance to
movement of herself and objects
around her. She could not drive

due to overstimulation, nausea, and
headaches, and was on medical
leave from work. Four months of
vision therapy later, her light sensitivity and headaches have improved,
she is back at work, and she is able to
comfortably drive again.
A young boy with an attention
disorder presented in the spring
with a visual attention deficit. He
had behavioural issues and struggled to attend regular class due to
anxiety and depression caused by
the struggle inside the classroom as
well as socially. After 2 months of
vision therapy, his visual attention
and general attention have greatly
increased. His mom described the
change as, “...life changing for him
as well as our family.”
Vision therapy is able to treat a
wide range of conditions, from vision
related learning deficits and binocular
vision disorders to acquired and traumatic brain injuries. For more information on vision therapy and the benefits
it provides, visit our office or either
of the following websites:
Canadian Optometrists in Vision
Therapy and Rehabilitation (covt&r)
visiontherapycanada.com
College of Optometrists in Vision
Development covd.org

DR. TERENCE MIRANDA | REGULAR

Sound Advice
Vertigo

V

ertigo is a rotational dizziness, that is, a feeling that
you are spinning or the world is spinning around
you. It can be quite debilitating and often occurs with
nausea, headache and tinnitus.
Our ears are not just for hearing; they are also one
of the major input sources for our sense of balance. As
such, pathology in the ear is one of the major reasons for
vertigo. Broadly speaking, our inner ear has two parts,
the cochlea, which is responsible for our hearing, and
the semicircular canals, which are partially responsible
for our balance. These two parts of the ear serve quite
separate functions but because they are connected and
share fluids, some pathologies in the ear cause both
vertigo and hearing problems. Meniere’s disease is one
example of such a pathology as it is due to the build-up of
pressure of these shared fluids and causes vertigo, hearing
loss, tinnitus and a sensation of the ear being full. Other
ear pathologies causing vertigo are restricted solely to
the balance part of our ears. BPPV (positional vertigo) is
caused by crystals becoming dislodged in the semicircular
canals and sending signals to the brain that do not match
the balance signals sent to the brain from the eyes or the
feelings from our legs.
Other ear-related pathologies that can cause vertigo
include labyrinthitis (inflammation of the balance nerve),
cholesteatoma (a growth in the
middle ear), otosclerosis (fusion of
the middle ear bones), perilymphatic fistula (a leakage of fluid
from the inner to
the middle ear),
and acoustic
neuroma
(a benign
tumor on
the balance
or hearing
nerve).
Because

vertigo can be due to reasons other than the ear, such as
stroke, head trauma, side effects of medication, viruses
etc., having an audiological evaluation is an important
part of helping the physician or specialist differentially
diagnose the cause of vertigo.
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In the Garden
Big Bugs

I

was talking to a friend lately
and she said “What are those
huge ugly grubs we dug out of the
garden?” Huge? Ugly? That sounds
impressively cool and right up my
alley. After checking and a bit of
Googling, we found out they are
the larva of ten lined June Beetles.
Adult June Beetles are so much
fun to watch. They are barely able
to fly and are really slow. They
usually crash into the sides of
buildings and are attracted to lights
at night. The dragonflies love to
gobble them up. The usual evidence
of June beetles are the outer wing
covers. They are all that remains
after someone has made a meal out
of Mr. June Beetle. The covers are
very stripy and usually black white
and brown coloured.
The best
part of June
beetle viewing
(beyond
watching
the clumsy
flying) is the
fact that if you
pick them up
they hiss at you.
This is enough
to distract most
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cats and dogs. The
males have
enormous
antennae
that are used
to pick up
the scent of
the females. As
much fun as they
are to watch,
their larva are
truly
horrible. They
can grow to
almost 2 inches long and live in
your garden soil. They can live
there for years as they grow into
these creepy monster grubs. They
seem to like sandy soils and they
really enjoy destroying the roots of
plants. This year they murdered my
lovely pink Oriental poppy. I noticed
that it failed to leaf out in spring
and dug it up. The root had
been completely chewed
off. That was a big
poppy and finding
something good
to replace it has
left a hole in my
garden. Anything
I grow there is
going to be similarly chomped so
I resigned myself to

taking
out all the
plants
in the
fall
and sieving out the soil. I usually
pitch the grubs into my neighbour’s
garden, but after watching a grub
march slowly back to the bed, I
think the grubs will be taking a
“trip to Langford.”
To avoid the damage caused by
June beetle, add compost to the soil
and try to reduce the amount of
sand. Actually, I think that could
be the solution to almost every
garden problem- just add compost!
Mill Bay garden Club is taking
it’s summer rest but will be back on
24 September at 6:45 pm at the Mill
Bay Hall.

Travelling Foody

LEANNE TAIT | FEATURE

Bridgeman's Bistro

T

here is something about being
ocean-side. Quaint marinas
with sailboats, yachts, the occasional
fishing boat, paddlers in kayaks, and
of course, seafood.
Bridgeman’s Bistro is a restaurant
that delivers all of these. It is one of a
group of restaurants in the Mill Bay
Marine Group, whose stated purpose
is to “connect people with the spectacular BC coastline.” It's located on the
marina overlooking the Mill Bay. With
floor to ceiling windows, it lives up to
its motto: every seat is a window seat.
The enclosed glass patio makes for
comfortable dining during the winter,
but in the summer, the boat glass
windows are removable.
The ambiance is relaxed and
casual: very West Coast. While not
apparent without engaging one of
the servers in a conversation, the
bistro’s name, and its décor, are a
tribute to the bridge-building trade.

The fireplace, for example, was built
from timbers reclaimed from the
historic Kinsol Trestle bridge—one
of the tallest free-standing timber rail
trestles in the world—when it was
refurbished in the early 2000s. The
beams above the bar are replicas of
the Johnson Street Bridge in Victoria, which was also recently rebuilt.
Bridgeman’s Bistro serves up the
expected fare of pub-style appies,
sandwiches, burgers, and fish with
a few interesting pasta dishes too.
If you’re going to succeed in such
a crowded menu space, you’ve got
to execute exceptionally well and
Bridgeman’s does. In their words,
Bridgeman’s serves up “well-cooked,
honest, uncomplicated but imaginative food.” My experience over
lunch confirms that.
I was feeling the bistro-at-themarina thing, so I had to try the fish
and chips. My husband can never
turn down a blue cheese burger.
To mix things up a little, we tried
something we’ve never seen before
on any menu: avocado fries. Fried
they were; fries they were not.
They were amazingly delicious;
like crunchy guacamole. The huge
wedges were battered and deep

fried to crispy on the outside,
and soft on the inside. The fondue
cheese sauce was the perfect dipper.
The menu is fresh, made from
scratch, and changes twice a year.
The changing of the menu might
well be a pleasant change for regular
diners; it certainly is for the staff.
Each time the menu changes, everyone gets involved. The kitchen puts
together specials which are taste-tested by staff and diners. Those that are
popular get on the new menu.
Once the menu is set, the bistro
holds a menu tasting just for the staff.
Kitchen staff serve up every item
on the menu for everyone to taste.
This way servers get to understand
the food and how to describe it
to customers. So if you stop by
Bridgeman’s for a bite, you’ll be able
to get an informed recommendation
from your server.
If you go:
Location: 740 Handy Road, Mill Bay
Open: Daily for lunch and dinner
Cost: About $60 for lunch for two
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Real Estate Corner
Participants in the Real Estate Market

A

lthough we often refer to the
buyer and seller as the two
essential parties to a real estate
transaction, there are several key
participants you could find yourself
working with when you trade property. It can be helpful to familiarize
yourself with the main roles of those
involved, including but not limited to:
Lawyers and Notaries Public
—these people perform a variety of
functions including reviewing contracts of purchase and sale, reviewing
title to the property, discharging outstanding mortgages and registering new
ones, preparing closing documents,
explaining documents to clients,
collecting funds, and registering the
transfer of the title to the property.
Home Inspectors—conduct a
comprehensive visual examination
of the property’s overall structure
and major components and provide
a written report. Generally, they
identify and inspect plumbing,
electrical, insulation, heating and
cooling, ventilation, as well as the
roof and foundation. Inspectors
can often specialize, (septic, well +
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water treatment systems) and should
be consulted as appropriate.
Strata Managers—Under the
Strata Property Act, land and/or
buildings can be subdivided into
separate parts for individual ownership, together with common property.
Once a strata is created, a legal entity
knows as the strata corporation is
formed. The corporation’s responsibilities are to manage, repair, maintain
and insure the common property
and common assets. Under the Act,
an executive
body, known
as the strata
council, must
be established
to exercise the
powers and perform the duties
of the strata
corporation.
Tradespeople—The
highly skilled
concrete finishers, framers,
electricians,

plumbers, drywallers, painters, and
many more trades who construct the
beautiful homes in which we are
fortunate to live.
Lenders—can be a private individual, a group, financial institution
(chartered bank, credit union, mortgage
loan company), mortgage investment
company or government agency.
Mortgage Brokers—specialists
who serve as intermediaries between
borrowers and lenders, bringing them
together to serve the needs of the client.
Real Estate Representatives—
someone who is licensed under provincial statute to provide real estate
trading services in expectation of
remuneration. In the context of a
transaction, representatives may list
a property for sale, conduct open
houses, market properties for sale,
research prospective properties for
their clients, draft contracts of
purchase and sale, negotiate
contract terms, present offers, and
advise clients on procedural and
market information.
With information sourced from the Real
Estate Council of British Columbia.

KEN OLIVE | REGULAR

Time Flies
Family Stories

M

y mother knew her family
history so well. My sister
wrote a book about her ancestor
in Ontario who volunteered in the
American Civil War. My father,
on the other hand, knew little
of his ancestors. He discovered
later in life that his family fled the
American Revolutionary War,
becoming shipbuilders in St. John,
New Brunswick. My father’s oral
history led to further discoveries
by the next two generations.
As time goes by, family stories
are lost, which should not be lost.
Some are passed down as oral
history and can become a memora-

ble treasure hunt. For
example, we learned
from our uncle that
our father’s family fled
to England during
the persecution of the
Huguenot (French
Protestants) in the
17th century and first
lived in Canterbury.
My niece on a trip to
England traveled to
Canterbury and discovered her ancestor’s
records whose name
was Jacques, later
changed to James, and found some of
his descendants went to America.
Writing a brief history is not
difficult. Add a memoir of your
own life, told through your stories
and your times. There are no rules
in writing your story in your own
words. What I have discovered in
writing about the lives of others is
that seemingly
insignificant
or amusing
events make
great stories.
Remember your
reader, personal
short stories are

more interesting than a chronology
of events.
Some of the best personal stories
I have heard from friends include:
walking in the smog of London 1952
with one hand against the building
as a guide; living on a farm in Saskatchewan in the 1930s dustbowl, his
sisters dressed in sackcloth; working
with father on an English dairy farm
and delivering milk in the 1940s;
children running wild on a river in
rural Ontario in the 1960’s.
My family’s favourite letters
are my grandfather’s letters to his
sister while flying in France in
WWI. Where he just survived in
his shot-up biplane. Additionally,
my ancestor writing to his wife in
Canada from the Caribbean serving
with the Royal Navy, cruising to
stop slave ships in 1852.
Family stories are important
teachers of the joys and challenges
of your ancestors.
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Obstructive Sleep Apnea

W

hat is sleep apnea, why is it in
the news, and what role does
dentistry have to help?
Sleep apnea is a serious medical
condition unique to humans. Obstructive sleep apnea is caused by the
collapse of the mid-section of the
airway above the trachea and below
the oral/nasal cavities. Central sleep
apnea is caused by failure of the central
and peripheral receptors (eg. carotid
body) in the nervous system to initiate
breathing. There can also occur a combination of the above two conditions.
Reduced oxygen saturation
during sleep along with very poor
quality sleep causes significant stress
Sleep is designed by nature to be
restorative and to afford us a period
of time during our daily lives
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when body tissues get a
chance to recover Sleep
is critical to the function
of this process.
With the poor
quality sleep associated
with sleep apnea there is
a failure of blood pressure
to drop during the night.
Likely partly why high
blood pressure and sleep
apnea are correlated.
The list of medical
conditions associated with sleep
apnea is long and includes metabolic
syndrome, hypertension, greater risk
of heart disease, stroke, cancer and
automobile accidents (due to sleepy
driving).
The most widely accepted treatment for obstructive sleep apnea is
continuous positive air pressure (cpap)
to splint open the collapsible portion
of the airway. Problems with cpap
arise from frequent non acceptance of
the system by the patient for a variety
of reasons.
A very good alternative to cpap
is an oral appliance designed to
advance the lower jaw and the
tongue along with it. This also splints
open the airway.
There is no doubt, proven by

many good studies that such oral
appliances are effective in treating
osa. Although not as efficacious as
cpap (or other applied air pressure)
oral appliances are often equally or
more efficient due to much greater
patient acceptance.
Who can Diagnose Sleep Apnea ?
Only a Physician with special
training in sleep medicine can properly
diagnose sleep apnea. Dentists, etc.
can still be very effective in screening
for sleep disordered breathing, including sleep apnea.
Typically, if we have found
evidence that suggests sleep apnea
through screening tools and conditions
that are commonly associated with
sleep apnea, we will refer the patient
to their primary care physician with
our findings.
A prescription from the medical
doctor, usually a pulmonologist or
internal medicine doctor, is required
specifically requesting oral appliance
therapy, before a qualified sleep
dentist can assess whether an oral
appliance might help.
Wishing everyone a good night’s sleep

LAURA SHAND | FEATURE

Running Clinic
Learn to Run? Yes You Can!

R

unning. It’s something a
lot of us think we can’t do,
but with the right approach it IS
possible. Humans are built to run,
and (barring pre-existing injuries
or conditions) most of us are more
capable than we think! You just
have to want to run, and you have
to start smart.
The key to a successful running
career is to start slow and take a
gradual approach. This way you
allow your body adapt to the demands of running while preventing
injury. It’s easy to get ahead of
yourself and try to keep up with
others, but listening to your body
and meeting yourself where you’re
at will ensure you start to love
running rather than hate it. Be the
tortoise—not the hare.
One of the best ways to
establish yourself as a runner is
to join a learn-to-run training
clinic. In a clinic setting, a lot of

the work is done
for you. You get
a training plan,
coaching, and
camaraderie in
a group setting
which takes
the pressure off
you—all you
have to do is
show up. You’ll
meet like-minded people with
similar goals that
may just become
your running
buddies for life!
Scientific
research proves
that regular
exercise (running in particular)
provides many health benefits
that extend beyond just weight
maintenance and cardiovascular
health. Runners are happier, sleep
better, and
have improved
concentration.
Running strengthens bones
and joints—
including
knees—and

reduces the risk of cancer.
So what are you waiting for?
All you need is a decent pair of
shoes, a good pair of socks, and
a positive attitude! Like any new
activity, check with your doctor
before getting started, then sign
up for Cowichan Valley Running’s
eight-week learn-to-run clinic
starting September 7! You can
register in-person, by calling
250-929-7860, or online at
cowichanvalleyrunning.com
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Shakespeare Festival

I

t’s that time again – time for
the annual Cowichan Valley
Shakespeare Festival at Gem o’
the Isle Farm! Now in their eighth
season at the Gem, the Shawnigan
Players have prepared two of the
Bard’s famous romantic comedies
– one light, one dark – for your
entertainment. This year’s festival
features the hilariously heartwarming Much Ado About Nothing,
directed by Kimberley Phillips, and
the complex, provocative Measure
for Measure, directed by Alex
Gallacher. Nestled between apple
trees and framed by horse pastures,
the Players’ “stage under the stars”
offers an enchanting rural setting
for Shakespeare’s timeless stories.
Much Ado About Nothing is
one of Shakespeare’s most popular
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comedies,
beloved
for its fastpaced, razor-sharp
banter and
quick-witted,
strong-willed characters. Gossip,
rumour, and scandal drive the
plot of this captivating story, as
rivals become lovers and lovers are
undone by rivals in a lively battle of
wits and wills! Director Kimberley
Phillips (recently seen as Trinculo
in The Tempest, Hermia in A
Midsummer Night’s Dream, and
Karen in August: Osage County)
offers a comedic tour-de-force with
this classic crowd-pleaser.
In Measure for Measure,

Shakespeare
tackles challenging
ethical questions
while surprising
and thrilling us
with a passionate
tale of forbidden
romance. Under
the careful hand
of veteran director
Alex Gallacher,
this remarkable
story shines as a poignant exploration of love and mercy as the
company revels in every moment of
comedy and light in this extraordinary work.
The Cowichan Valley Shakespeare Festival runs August 6th
– 18th 7:30 pm (except Mondays;
Sunday shows start at 2:00 pm) at
beautiful Gem o’ the Isle Farm in
Cowichan Station, 2465 Koksilah
Rd. Tickets are available at Ten
Old Books in the Duncan Garage,
Mason’s Store in Shawnigan Lake,
or online at Eventbrite.ca. Single
tickets are $20 in advance or $25
at the gate. Buy a Festival Pass for
a special price on both shows, and
look for Family Pass tickets for
great pricing for families of up to
five people. See you at the Gem!

MEGHAN SEAL | REGULAR

Around the Bay
Horne Lake Caves

I

t's raining. Do we brave the day
trip with three kids? That was the
text I sent my mom friend, early in
the morning we had planned to visit
the Horne Lake Caves.
Two adults, three kids, one car.
Two. Hours. Each. Way. The answer
I got was ‘lets do it!’
We both had talked it up with
our kids before going hoping that
this would help their comfort levels.
After a long non-eventful drive
up the Island Highway, with a
couple of snack breaks, we turned

off of the highway onto Horne Lake
Road, which is between Bowser and
Qualicum Beach. The road quickly
turns to a gravel road that winds
along the lakeside. Horne Lake is
quite large and resembled Lake
Cowichan in size. After a half hour
we arrived at the parking lot of the
Horne Lake Provincial Park. There
was a light rain falling as we all got
out of the car, excited to be moving
around after the two hour car ride.
We chose to rent helmets with lamps
on them and walk through the three
caves open to
the public. The
knowledgeable
staff got us fitted
and handed us a
laminated map
and we began
our walk through
the beautiful
thick forest to
the entrance to
the first cave.
The Lower Cave
had bars across
the entrance
and

gate to prevent wildlife from
entering. We all headed in
and felt the temperature drop,
cool air touched our faces
as our lights shone around
against the glittering walls.
The interior was damp and
covered in a hard surface that
resembled peanut butter. I
dared Emily to lick it to see
if it tasted like peanut butter,
but she looked at me with
raised eyebrows and kept climbing as
high as she could go. 
We visited two other caves
when we had exhausted all nooks
and crannies of the Lower Cave.
The Main Cave and Andres Annex
Cave were all extremely interesting.
Lots of narrow passages entering
into large openings, little streams
trickled along the floor. In the last
cave – Andres Annex, the entrance
was just a small hole in the ground
that we lowered ourselves into,
opening into a wide room, leading
to a ladder that went even lower into
the ground.
When we were finished for the
day, we were soaking wet and covered
in mud, but everyone was happy. The
picnic lunch tasted fantastic as the
three kids perched in the back of the
car while we huddled to keep out of
the pouring rain. The two hour ride
home felt like forever, but we would
certainly do it again.
I was proud of all three kids for
being adventurous and of us moms
for rising to the challenge.
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Mill Bay Fire Department
M

y focus in the next
two Articles will be
on how to be FireSmart
about wildfires in BC. Your
community needs you to
be ready to face this year's
wildfires and this begins at
home. If you are a homeowner, community resident,
community developer or
planner concerned with
wildfire hazards on or
nearby your property, you
can become a Community Champion with the help of
Mill Bay Fire Department and
FireSmart Canada. Contact mbfd.
ca and/or firesmartcanada.ca to
find out when you can participate
in this Program. The first and
most important step to becoming
FireSmart is, educate yourself, your
family and your community on
what it means to have a FireSmart
BC. Check in with your Fire
Department, pick up Brochures
and determine what changes will
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make the greatest difference in
reducing your home’s risk from
wildfire. Some areas of your home
taken for granted could be; what
type of roofing do you have and if
it and your gutters are clean, the
type of siding, free of gaps, cracks,
missing pieces, holes, do you have
fire resistant windows/doors, is the
underside of your deck, balcony,
porch free of combustibles? The
Communities Program encourages
self-organized groups of residents,
living in wildfire
prone areas, to
take the lead in
implementing
solutions, with
knowledge and
organizational
means, to
significantly
reduce your
neighborhood’s
vulnerability

to wildfire and develop
an action plan to reduce
your hazards simply and
effectively. With the support
of our Local Representative,
Chief Ron Beck at Mill
Bay Fire Department, you
will learn the rationale
and research behind the
program as well as tips
and tools for you to use.
With his assistance, you
and your neighbours form
a cooperating network to
assess the wildfire hazards around
you. Working together with your
neighbors is fun and effective
especially as you are all achieving
the same goal. Have a walkabout,
chat with neighbors, find out who
can participate, what hazards can
be changed, where neighbors can
meet with our Local FireSmart
Representative, how and when this
can be done? Taking half a day or
even one or two days dedicated
to cleaning up wildfire hazardous
vegetation that has accumulated
around the neighborhood could
become a traditional community
event. Meet our Firefighters, ask
about FireSmart, Cobble Hill Fair,
24 August, 2019 from 7:30 a.m. to
5:00 p.m.
Did you know: You can purchase
a Wildfire Protection System Gutter
Mount Sprinkler System for your
roof. Call 250-743-5563 to order
yours today. They are fabulous!

DONALD GILLMORE| REGULAR

Health Hacks
Nutrigenomics

S

hould your DNA determine
what you eat?
Nutrition advice has mostly
been one-size-fits-all, but is what
you should eat different than
what I should eat? The science
of nutrigenomics deals with the
interface between nutrition and
genomics, and offers a customized
nutrition plan.
As people opt to individualize
their approaches to personal health,
questions are being raised about
privacy concerns. While genetic
testing can be as simple as sending
your spit in the mail, it can unlock
secrets about ancestry and health.
What do the companies that
extract this information do with it?
Third party access to your genetic
information could have an impact
on your health insurance or your
employability. People could find
predispositions about you that you
don’t want out there, or don’t even
know about yourself.
There may be diets or nutritional intakes that are optimal
for some people and different for
others based on their DNA, though
the companies that do this cannot
look at the full DNA sequence and
hand over a recipe for exactly what
you should eat.
One class of genetic variation
are modifier genes or metabolic
genes. Alone they do not cause a
disease but instead influence the
likelihood that an
envi-

ronmental factor will have an
impact. Lactose intolerance is a
classic example.
Carbohydrate tolerance varies
between individuals, and is a
factor in why some people can
handle higher intake of carbohydrate than others without suffering
adverse health effects.
Using randomized control
trials, it has been found that
people who receive DNA-based
dietary advice are more motivated
to follow the recommendations
and change their eating habits to
a greater extent than people who
followed a standard set of recommendations.
Having said that, the
vast majority of
dietary recommendations in
general are not
based on randomized placebo
control double-blinded trials
such as those
used in drug
research. Therefore, whether any
dietary advice,
genetically-based
or not, results
in better health
outcomes depends on how
well-informed
the source of the
advice is.
What’s
encouraging
is that
some of
these

genetic testing companies are
basing their recommendations on advanced science while most of the
information out there,
including Canada’s
guide for health
eating, is based on
old science.
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Finances
What is Retirement

A

ge. An invented number based on the revolutions of
the Earth around the Sun. So much emphasis is
placed on how old we are. When we can start and stop
certain things. When we begin school, drive a car, legally
consume alcohol and even when we are supposed to retire.
It could be safe to say that we have an insatiable appetite
for time.
Are we racing to a point in the future called retirement.
That magic age of 65. Or perhaps are we waiting for a
future point in time called retirement so that we can finally
do things we want to do. Many people are more attached
to the idea of not having to work anymore than they are
about how they will fill their days during retirement.
Spending your life working to finally do something you
really want to do is a statement worth thinking about.
One of the most critical parts of creating the life you
desire is to hone in on the details of what that looks like for
you. Make sure it is a goal exciting enough to motivate you.
As a financial planner a large part of my focus is to get
my clients' assets to match their desired retirement lifestyle.
There is a tremendous amount of emphasis and support
regarding the construction of the asset size, but not a lot
of attention spent developing the lifestyle part. After all, a
retirement spent in Belize is more affordable than one spent
in France. What will retirement look like for you?
Will life magically be different when we work our last
day. Many times the things you do with your time today,
will be the things you do with your time during retirement, albeit with some obvious physical restrictions that
come with an aging body. Your beer league hockey team
may spend more time lacing up their skates than crushing
beers on their foreheads.
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Have you given thought to how you will fill your
days. Spending time thinking about this will give you
clues as to how much money you need to support it. If you
don't spend time outlining what you want, time and habits
will take over. Without any lifestyle planning one day can
slip into the next and leave you feeling a little melancholy
or perhaps even depressed.
A successful retirement lies in actually knowing
what you will do with your time and then tethering your
savings to that exciting dream.
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